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ONE-PARAMETER GROUPS OF ORTHOGONALITY
PRESERVERS ON C˚-ALGEBRAS
JORGE J. GARCE´S AND ANTONIO M. PERALTA
This paper is dedicated to the memory of Professor Ottmar Loos, a pioneer of Jordan theory.
Abstract. We establish a more precise description of those surjective or bijec-
tive continuous linear operators preserving orthogonality between C˚-algebras.
The new description is applied to determine all uniformly continuous one-
parameter semigroups of orthogonality preserving operators on an arbitrary
C˚-algebra. We prove that given a family tTt : t P R
`
0
u of orthogonality pre-
serving bounded linear bijections on a general C˚-algebra A with T0 “ Id, if
for each t ě 0, we set ht “ T
˚˚
t p1q and we write rt for the range partial isom-
etry of ht in A˚˚, and St stands for the triple isomorphism on A associated
with Tt satisfying h
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpx
˚q˚ht, htStpx˚q˚ “ Stpxqh
˚
t , htr
˚
t Stpxq “
Stpxqr
˚
t ht, and Ttpxq “ htr
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpxqr
˚
t ht, for all x P A, the following
statements are equivalent:
paq tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of
orthogonality preserving operators on A;
pbq tSt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of sur-
jective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there
exists a triple derivation δ on A such that St “ etδ for all t P R), the map-
ping t ÞÑ ht is continuous at zero, and the identity ht`s “ htr
˚
t S
˚˚
t phsq,
holds for all s, t P R.
1. Introduction
Let us address a typical problem on “preservers”. Suppose R is a relation be-
tween elements in any C˚-algebra A which is defined by the C˚- structure. A
(linear) mapping T from A to a C˚-algebra B preserves the relation R if aRb in A
implies T paqRT pbq in B. We say that T is bi-R-preserving if aRb in A is equivalent
to T paqRT pbq in B. A very special protagonism is played by the relations “being
orthogonal” and “being disjoint”. Elements a, b in a C˚-algebra A are orthogonal
(denoted by a K b) if ab˚ “ b˚a “ 0. We say that a and b are disjoint or have
zero product if ab “ 0. These particular relations give rise to the notions of linear
(bi-)orthogonality preserving and linear (bi-)separating maps between C˚-algebras.
These classes of maps have been intensively studied in recent years.
In the setting of commutative C˚-algebras, elements are orthogonal if and only
if they are disjoint. W. Arendt discovered in [4] that every bounded linear opera-
tor preserving orthogonality between CpKq-spaces must be a weighted composition
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operator. K. Jarosz determined all (non-necessarily continuous) linear maps pre-
serving orthogonality between CpKq-spaces in [18]. One of the results in the just
quoted reference shows that every linear bijection preserving orthogonality between
CpKq-spaces is automatically continuous and biorthogonality preserving. Jarosz’
result gave rise to a fruitful research line on automatic continuity of bi-separating
or biorthogonality preserving linear maps. For example, every zero-products pre-
serving linear bijection from a properly infinite von Neumann algebra into a unital
ring is automatically continuous [14, Theorem 4.2]. Each linear bijection which
preserves zero-products in both directions between standard subalgebras of BpXq
spaces (whereX is a general Banach space) is automatically continuous and a multi-
ple of an algebra isomorphism [3, Theorem 1]. J. Araujo and K. Jarosz conjectured,
in the just quoted reference, that every linear bijection between C˚-algebras pre-
serving zero-products in both directions must be automatically continuous. We can
find several attempts to prove this conjecture in the literature. The most significant
result in [11] proves that every biorthogonality preserving linear surjection between
two von Neumann algebras is automatically continuous. The same conclusion holds
in other interesting cases, for example for the algebra of compact operators, but
the problem remains open for general C˚-algebras. In [12] we find an extension of
this result in the setting of weakly compact JB˚-triples and atomic JBW˚-triples.
Let N be a von Neumann algebra equipped with a normal semi-finite faithful
trace τ and, for any 1 ď p ď 8, let LppN, τq denote the associated noncommutative
Lppτq-space. T. Oikhberg and the second author of this note proved in [26] that
if N is a semi-finite factor not of type I2, 1 ď p ă 8, every linear transformation
T from LppN, τq into a Banach space X which is orthogonality-to-p-orthogonality
preserving must be necessarily continuous, and if T ‰ 0, then it is also invertible. It
is further established that if N is not a factor, but a separably acting von Neumann
algebra, every bijective orthogonality-to-p-orthogonality preserving linear mapping
T : LppN, τq Ñ X is automatically continuous.
More results on automatic continuity of bi-separating and biorthogonality pre-
serving linear maps are pursued, for example, in [2], [8], [13], [22], [23], [25], [33],
[35], [36]. More recently, J.-H. Liu, C.-Y. Chou, C.-J. Liao and N.-C. Wong study
bijective linear maps preserving either zero-products or range orthogonality be-
tween AW˚-algebras [24]. These maps are shown to be automatically continuous
and related to algebra (˚-)isomorphisms.
Continuous and symmetric linear operators from a unital C˚-algebra into an-
other C˚-algebra were completely determined by M. Wolff in [34]. M. Burgos,
F.J. Ferna´ndez-Polo, J. Mart´ınez and the authors of this note showed in [9] how
the study of bounded linear (non-necessarily symmetric) operators between general
C˚-algebras can benefit from both the language and the techniques of JB˚-triple
theory. The reader does not need to be familiarized with the theory of JB˚-triples
in this paper, we simply observe that every C˚-algebra A will be equipped with the
triple product defined by
ta, b, cu “
1
2
pab˚c` cb˚aq.
A linear mapping between C˚-algebras is called a triple homomorphism if it pre-
serves triple products of this form. Building upon the natural structure of JB˚-triple
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underlying each C˚-algebra, the description of all bounded linear maps preserving
orthogonality between C˚-algebras can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. [9, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] Let T : A Ñ B be a bounded
linear operator between two C˚-algebras. For h “ T ˚˚p1q and r “ rphq the range
partial isometry of h (i.e., the partial isometry in the polar decomposition of h) in
B˚˚ the following assertions are equivalent:
paq T is orthogonality preserving;
pbq There exists a triple homomorphism S : AÑ B˚˚ satisfying h˚Spzq “ Spz˚q˚h,
hSpz˚q˚ “ Spzqh˚ (and consequently r˚Spzq “ Spz˚q˚r, Spz˚q˚ “ Spzqr˚) and
(1) T pzq “
1
2
phr˚Spzq ` Spzqr˚hq “ hr˚Spzq “ Spzqr˚h,
for all z P A;
pcq T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e.
ta, b, cu “ 0ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ 0.
It is further known that under any of the equivalent statements T pAq and SpAq are
contained in B˚˚
2
prq “ rr˚Br˚r.
An extension of this result to the wider setting of orthogonality preserving
bounded linear operators from a JB˚-algebra into a JB˚-triple was obtained in
[10].
Mathematicians have pursued results guaranteeing the automatic continuity of
those linear bijections preserving orthogonality or zero-products in both directions
between C˚-algebras. However, despite of the abundant literature on orthogonality
preserving bounded linear operators, there is no an optimal description of those
surjective or bijective bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality. This pa-
per is aimed to fill this gap, and to apply a concrete description of those maps
to determine the uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroups of orthogonality
preserving bounded linear operators on a general C˚-algebra.
Section 2 is devoted to throw new light on those bounded and orthogonality
preserving linear operators between C˚-algebras which are also assumed to be sur-
jective or bijective. By assuming the extra hypothesis of being surjective the con-
clusion in Theorem 1.1 can be sharpened. More concretely, suppose T : A Ñ B is
a bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras. Let h “ T ˚˚p1q and let r denote
the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. In Theorem 2.7 we prove that the following
statements are equivalent:
paq T is surjective and orthogonality preserving;
pbq The elements h and r belong to the multipliers algebra of B with h invertible
and r unitary and there exists a surjective triple homomorphism S from A into
B satisfying h˚Spxq “ Spx˚q˚h, hSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqh˚, hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, and
T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pcq The elements h and r belong to the multipliers algebra of B with h invertible
and r unitary and there exist another C˚-algebra structure on B, pB, ‚r, ˚rq,
and a surjective Jordan ˚-homomorphism S : A Ñ pB, ‚r, ˚rq such that h lies
in the center of pB˚˚, ‚r, ˚rq and
T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
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pdq kerpT q is a norm closed ideal of A and the quotient map pT : A{ kerpT q Ñ B is
(continuous) surjective and orthogonality preserving;
Corollary 2.8 is worth to be commented by itself, in this result we show that if
T : A Ñ B is a bijective bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras, then the
following statements are equivalent:
piq T is orthogonality preserving (or it simply preserves orthogonality on Asa, or
on A`);
piiq T is biorthogonality preserving (or it simply preserves orthogonality in both
directions on Asa, or on A
`);
piiiq T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e.
ta, b, cu “ 0ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ 0;
pivq T preserves zero-triple-products in both directions, i.e. ta, b, cu “ 0 ô
tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ 0.
M. Wolff found in [34, Theorem 2.6] a detailed description of all uniformly con-
tinuous one-parameter semigroups of symmetric orthogonality preserving bounded
operators on an arbitrary unital C˚-algebra (detailed definitions can be found in
section 3). We shall establish different generalizations of Wolff’s theorem in several
directions in the third section of this paper.
Our conclusion on uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroups of (non-
necessarily symmetric) orthogonality preserving bounded operators (see Theorem
3.3) affirms that given a family tTt : t P R
`
0
u of orthogonality preserving bounded
linear bijections on a general C˚-algebra A with T0 “ Id, if for each t ě 0, we set
ht “ T
˚˚
t p1q and we write rt for the range partial isometry of ht in A
˚˚ and, by
virtue of Corollary 2.8, St stands for the triple isomorphism on A associated with
Tt satisfying h
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpx
˚q˚ht, htStpx
˚q˚ “ Stpxqh
˚
t , htr
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpxqr
˚
t ht,
and
Ttpxq “ htr
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpxqr
˚
t ht, for all x P A,
the following statements are equivalent:
paq tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogo-
nality preserving operators on A;
pbq tSt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective
linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there exists a
triple derivation δ on A such that St “ e
tδ for all t P R), the mapping t ÞÑ ht is
continuous at zero, and the identity ht`s “ htr
˚
t S
˚˚
t phsq, holds for all s, t P R.
A generalization of Wolff’s theorem [34, Theorem 2.6] for one-parameter semi-
groups of orthogonality preserving symmetric operators on non-unital C˚-algebras
is established in Corollary 3.4, in this particular case the sets trt : t P Ru and
tht : t P Ru are shown to be one-parameter groups in the center of the multipliers
algebra,MpAq, of A. However, we shall show in Remark 3.5 that in the general set-
ting the sets trt : t P R
`
0
u and tht : t P R
`
0
u need not be one-parameter semigroups.
As we have previously commented, a description of all orthogonality preserving
bounded linear operator on a JB˚-algebra is obtained in [10]. The question whether
the results contained in this paper can be generalized to the setting of JB˚-algebras
arises naturally. This question will be treated in the forthcoming paper [15] through
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new and independent techniques and arguments from the theory of JB˚-algebras
and JB˚-triples.
1.1. Notation and definitions. Throughout this note, given a C˚-algebra A the
symbols Asa and A
` will denote the self-adjoint part and the positive cone of A,
respectively. Given a P A, we denote by La, Ra, and Ma the mappings given by
Lapxq “ ax, Rapxq “ xa, and Ma “
1
2
pLa `Raq, respectively.
As we commented in the introduction, the study of (non-necessarily symmetric)
bounded linear operators preserving orthogonality between general C˚-algebras is
more accesible if each C˚-algebra A is endowed with its natural triple product
tx, y, zu :“ 1
2
pxy˚z ` zy˚xq, (x, y, z P A).
Each C˚-algebra A can be equipped with its natural Jordan product defined by
a ˝ b “ 1
2
pab ` baq. A Jordan homomorphism between C˚-algebras A and B is a
linear mapping T : A Ñ B satisfying T pa ˝ bq “ T paq ˝ T pbq, for all a, b P A. A
Jordan ˚-homomorphism is a Jordan homomorphism T satisfying T pa˚q “ T paq˚
for all a P A. A linear mapping T : AÑ B is said to be a triple homomorphism if
T ta, b, cu “ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu, for all a, b, c P A.
A norm-closed linear subspace I ofA is said to be a subtriple if tI, I, Iu Ď I. Each
partial isometry e (i.e. ee˚e “ e) in a C˚-algebra A induces a Peirce decomposition
of A as the direct sum of the subtriples
A2peq “ ee
˚Ae˚e, A1peq “ ee
˚Ap1´ e˚eq ‘ p1´ ee˚qAe˚e,
and A0peq “ p1´ ee
˚qAp1 ´ e˚eq.
The Peirce projections of A onto the Peirce subspaces are given by P2peqpxq “
ee˚xe˚e, P1peqpxq “ p1´ ee
˚qxe˚e` ee˚xp1´ e˚eq, and P0peqpxq “ p1´ ee
˚qxp1´
e˚eq. The Peirce 2-subspace A2peq is a C
˚-algebra with product x ‚e y :“ xe
˚y and
involution x˚e :“ te, x, eu “ ex˚e ([37]). Thus the Jordan product in A2peq is given
by x ˝e y “ tx, e, yu “
1
2
px ‚e y ` y ‚e xq.
Let a be an element in a C˚-algebra A. Suppose a “ u|a| is the polar decom-
position of a, where |a| “ pa˚aq
1
2 and u is the unique partial isometry in A˚˚ such
that u˚u is the range projection of |a| in A˚˚, which is also denoted by rp|a|q (cf.
[31, §1.12 and Definition 1.10.3], [28, Proposition 2.2.9]). The partial isometry u is
known as the range partial isometry of a in A˚˚, and it is also denoted by rpaq.
If we consider the “odd triple” powers of a defined by ar1s “ a, ar3s “ ta, a, au,
and ar2n`1s :“
 
a, a, ar2n´1s
(
, pn P Nq, for each odd polynomial (with zero constant
term) pptq “
řn
i“1 λit
2i´1, we set ptpaq :“
řn
i“1 λia
r2i´1s. Seeking for a connection
with the continuous functional calculus, we see that ar3s “ u|a|u˚u|a|2 “ u|a|3,
and by induction, ar2n´1s “ u|a|2n´1, for all n P N. Therefore ptpaq “ upp|a|q
for every odd polynomial ppλq with zero constant term, where the right-hand-side
to the C˚- continuous functional calculus of ppλq at |a|. A similar procedure was
already employed by C.A. Akemann and G.K. Pedersen in [1]. Namely, let f be a
continuous complex-valued function on the spectrum of |a| which vanishes at zero.
The element ftpaq :“ ufp|a|q lies in A (cf. [1, Lemma 2.1]). In coherence with the
usual notation in a wider setting, the element ftpaq will be called the continuous
triple functional calculus of f at a. The triple functional calculus enjoys some
additional properties, for example, every a P A admits a (unique) cubic root, that
is, a unique element ar
1
3
s “ ftpaq “ u|a|
1
3 , where u is the range partial isometry of
a in A˚˚, such that tar
1
3
s, ar
1
3
s, ar
1
3
su “ a. We can inductively define the sequence
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par
1
3n
sqn by pa
r 1
3n`1
sq “
`
ar
1
3n
s
˘r 1
3
s
. From the last paragraph we can assure that
ar
1
3n
s “ u|a|
1
3n , for all natural n. Taking weak˚ limits in A˚˚ we get that the
sequence par
1
3n
sq converges to the partial isometry urp|a|q “ u “ rpaq.
One of the characterizations of von Neumann algebras proves that a C˚-algebra is
a von Neumann algebra precisely when it is a dual Banach space (cf. [28, Theorem
3.9.8] or [31, §1.1 and §1.20] or [32, Definition II.3.2, Theorem III.3.5]). One of
the most famous theorems due to S. Sakai affirms that the product of every von
Neumann algebra is separately weak˚ continuous [31, Theorem 1.7.8]. Each von
Neumann algebra admits a topology providing better properties for the product.
Suppose ϕ is a positive functional in the predual of a von Neumann algebra M .
The mapping x ÞÑ }x}ϕ “ ϕpxx
˚ ` x˚xq
1
2 is a preHilbertian seminorm on M . The
strong˚ topology of M is the topology generated by all the seminorms } ¨ }ϕ with ϕ
running in the set of positive normal functionals on M (see [31, Definition 1.8.7]).
The strong˚ topology is stronger than the weak˚ topology of M, and the product
of M is jointly strong˚ continuous on bounded sets [31, Theorem 1.8.9]. A linear
mapping T between von Neumann algebras is weak˚-to-weak˚ continuous if and
only if it is strong˚-to-strong˚ continuous (see [31, Corollary 1.8.10]). It should be
noted that, for each a in a C˚-algebra A, the sequence par
1
3n
sq also converges to
rpaq in the strong˚ topology of A˚˚.
A two-sided ideal, or simply an ideal, of a C˚-algebra A is a subspace I satisfying
IA,AI Ď I. We say that a (norm closed) subspace I of A is a closed Jordan
(respectively, triple) ideal of A if I ˝ A Ď I (respectively, if tA,A, Iu Ď I) holds.
By [17, Proposition 5.8] closed two-sided, Jordan and triple ideals in a C˚-algebra
all coincide, it is further known that they are all self-adjoint.
2. Surjective Orthogonality preserving operators on C˚-algebras
Let T : A Ñ B be a (linear) mapping between C˚-algebras. We shall say that
T is orthogonality preserving on a set S Ď A if a K b in S implies T paq K T pbq.
Theorem 20 in [9] shows that a bounded linear operator T : A Ñ B between two
C˚-algebras is a triple homomorphism if, and only if, T preserves orthogonality
on Asa and T
˚˚p1q is a partial isometry. It is therefore natural to ask whether in
Theorem 1.1 we may only assume that T preservers orthogonality on Asa. We show
next that this is always the case.
Proposition 2.1. Let T : AÑ B be a bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras.
The following statements are equivalent:
pOP1q T is orthogonality preserving;
pOP2q T is orthogonality preserving on Asa;
pOP3q T is orthogonality preserving on A`.
Proof. The implications pOP1q ñ pOP2q ñ pOP3q are clear. Let us show that
pOP3q ñ pOP1q. We fix an arbitrary φ P B˚ and define two bilinear forms on
A defined by V1,φpa, bq :“ φpT paqT pb
˚q˚q and V2,φpa, bq :“ φpT pb
˚q˚T paqq. Let
us take a, b P Asa with a K b. It is easy to see from Gelfand theory that we
can find four mutually orthogonal positive elements a1, a2, b1, b2 P A such that
a “ a1 ´ a2 and b “ b1 ´ b2. By assumptions, T paiq K T pbjq for all i, j “ 1, 2.
Therefore, T paiqT pb
˚
j q
˚ “ T pb˚j q
˚T paiq “ 0 for all i, j P t1, 2u, and thus V1,φpa, bq “
V2,φpa, bq “ 0, witnessing that V1,φ and V2,φ are orthogonal forms in Goldstein’s
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sense [16]. By Theorem 1.10 in [16] there exist τ1, τ2, ρ1, ρ2 P A
˚ such that
V1,φpx, yq “ τ1pxyq ` τ2pyxq and V2,φpx, yq “ ρ1pxyq ` ρ2pyxq, for all x, y P A.
Obviously φpT pxqT pyq˚q “ V1,φpx, y
˚q “ 0 “ V2,φpx, y
˚q “ φpT pyq˚T pxqq for all
x, y P A with x K y. The Hahn-Banach theorem implies that T pxq K T pyq for all
x K y in A. 
The properties of the kernel of an orthogonality preserving bounded linear op-
erator between C˚-algebras are studied in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let T : AÑ B be an orthogonality preserving bounded linear operator
between two C˚-algebras. Let h “ T ˚˚p1q P B˚˚, r the range partial isometry of h
in B˚˚, and let S : A Ñ B˚˚ be the triple homomorphism given by Theorem 1.1.
Then kerpT q “ kerpSq is a norm closed ideal of A.
Proof. It is almost explicit in the proof of [9, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] that
SpAq Ď B˚˚
2
prq “ rr˚B˚˚r˚r and S˚˚p1q “ r (see also [10, Theorem 4.1], where a
more explicit argument is given in the wider setting of JB˚-algebras).
Obviously kerpSq Ď kerpT q (cf. Theorem 1.1). Take now x P kerpT q. That is,
0 “ T pxq “ hr˚Spxq. It then follows that
hr3sr˚Spxq “ hh˚hr˚Spxq “ 0,
and by induction r|h|2n´1r˚Spxq “ hr2n´1sr˚Spxq “ 0, for all natural n. Con-
sequently rzr˚Spxq “ 0 for all z in the C˚-subalgebra of B˚˚ generated by |h|.
Since r˚r “ rp|h|q lies in the weak˚ closure of the C˚-subalgebra of B˚˚ generated
by |h|, and the product of B˚˚ is separately weak˚ continuous (cf. [31, Theorem
1.7.8]), we can easily deduce that 0 “ rr˚Spxq, which gives Spxq “ 0 because
SpAq Ď B˚˚
2
prq “ rr˚B˚˚r˚r. We have therefore proved that kerpT q “ kerpSq is a
norm closed triple ideal of A. Thus, kerpT q is a closed (self-adjoint) ideal of A (cf.
[17, Corollary 5.8]). 
We are now in a position to reveal the nature of all surjective bounded linear
operators preserving orthogonality.
Proposition 2.3. Let T : A Ñ B be a continuous and surjective linear operator
preserving orthogonality between two C˚-algebras. Let h “ T ˚˚p1q P B˚˚ and let r
denote the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. Then the following statements hold:
paq r is a unitary element in B˚˚;
pbq kerpT q is a norm closed (self-adjoint) ideal of A;
pcq If T is bijective the element h is invertible in B˚˚;
pdq The quotient mapping pT : A{ kerpT q Ñ B, pT px ` kerpT qq “ T pxq is a bijective
orthogonality preserving bounded linear mapping;
peq h is invertible in B˚˚,
pfq There exist a triple homomorphism S : A Ñ B˚˚ and a triple monomorphismpS : A{ kerpSq Ñ B˚˚ satisfying
p1q kerpT q “ kerpSq;
p2q pS˚˚p1 ` kerpSqw˚q “ S˚˚p1q “ r;
p3q pSpx` kerpSqq “ Spxq;
p4q h˚Spxq “ Spx˚q˚h, hSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqh˚ (and hence r˚Spxq “ Spx˚q˚r,
rSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqr˚), hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h;
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p5q pT px` kerpT qq “ T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A.
Proof. paqWe know from [9, p19q in the proof of Theorem 17] that T pAq Ď B˚˚
2
prq “
rr˚B˚˚r˚r. Since, by hypothesis T is surjective, we deduce that B Ď B˚˚
2
prq “
rr˚B˚˚r˚r. Having in mind that, by Goldstine’s theorem, B is weak˚ dense in
B˚˚ and B˚˚
2
prq is weak˚-closed, it follows that B˚˚ “ B˚˚
2
prq which proves that
r is a unitary in B˚˚.
pbq The desired conclusion follows from Lemma 2.2 even under weaker hypothe-
ses.
pcq Suppose T is bijective and hence an isomorphism. Let S : A Ñ B˚˚ be the
triple homomorphism given by Theorem 1.1. The bitranspose T ˚˚ : A˚˚ Ñ B˚˚
must be an isomorphism too, and consequently there exists z P A˚˚ satisfying
1 “ T ˚˚pzq. The element z can be achieved as the weak˚ limit of a bounded
net paλq in A. Since, for example, by [17, Proposition 3.4], S is contractive the
net pSpaλqq is bounded. By Banach-Alouglu’s theorem pSpaλqq admits a subnet
pSpaµqq which is convergent in the weak
˚ topology of B˚˚ to some c P B˚˚. Let
us note that the subnet pT paµqq converges to T
˚˚pzq “ 1 in the weak˚ topology of
B˚˚. It follows from the weak˚ continuity of T ˚˚, the separate weak˚ continuity
of the product of B˚˚ and the identity in (1) that
1 “ T ˚˚pzq “ hr˚c “ cr˚h,
witnessing that h is invertible in B˚˚.
pdq The mapping pT : A{ kerpT q Ñ B, pT px ` kerpT qq “ T pxq is a well-defined
bounded linear bijection. Suppose that x ` kerpT q, y ` kerpT q are two self-adjoint
elements in the quotient A{ kerpT q with x` kerpT q K y ` kerpT q. We can assume
that x, y P Asa. Corollary 2.4 in [1] implies the existence of a, b P kerpT q such that
px´aq K py´bq. By hypothesis pT px`kerpT qq “ T px´aq K T py´bq “ pT py`kerpT qq,
which proves that pT is orthogonality preserving on pA{ kerpT qqsa. We deduce from
Proposition 2.1 that pT is orthogonality preserving.
peqWe have seen in the proof of pbq that kerpT q “ kerpSq. We know from pdq thatpT : A{ kerpT q Ñ B, pT px ` kerpT qq “ T pxq is a bounded linear bijection preserving
orthogonality. Now, applying pcq it follows that h “ T ˚˚p1q “ pT ˚˚p1 ` kerpT qw˚q
is invertible in B˚˚.
Statement pfq is clear from the previous ones. 
Let us observe that the conclusion in Proposition 2.3pfq is very close to be
a characterization of surjective orthogonality preserving linear operators between
C˚-algebras. To get a more precise statement we need to work a bit more. The next
lemma is straight consequence of [9, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] (see Theorem
1.1).
Lemma 2.4. Let A and B be C˚-algebras and let T : AÑ B be a bounded linear
operator preserving orthogonality. Then the identity
(2) tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ hr3sr˚Spta, b, cuq,
holds for all a, b, c in A.
Proof. Theorem 1.1 [9, Theorem 17 and Corollary 18] guarantees the existence of a
triple homomorphism S : AÑ B˚˚ satisfying T pAq, SpAq Ď B˚˚
2
prq “ rr˚B˚˚r˚r,
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h˚Spzq “ Spz˚q˚h, hSpz˚q˚ “ Spzqh˚ (and hence r˚Spzq “ Spz˚q˚r, rSpz˚q˚ “
Spzqr˚) and T pzq “ hr˚Spzq “ Spzqr˚h, for all z P A. Therefore
tT paq, T pbq, T paqu “ hr˚SpaqSpbq˚rh˚hr˚Spaq “ hr˚Spaqh˚rSpbq˚hr˚Spaq
“ hr˚hSpa˚q˚rh˚Spb˚qr˚Spaq “ hr˚hr˚Spaqh˚rSpbq˚Spaq
“ hr˚hr˚hr˚SpaqSpbq˚Spaq “ hh˚rr˚hr˚tSpaq, Spbq, Spaqu
“ th, h, hur˚Spta, b, auq “ hr3sr˚Spta, b, auq,
where we employed that r˚h “ h˚r and rr˚h “ h because r is the range partial
isometry of h in B˚˚. The desired identity follows from the symmetry of the triple
product in the outer variables. 
We recall that the multipliers algebra, MpAq, of a C˚-algebra A, is the C˚-
subalgebra of A˚˚ of all elements x P A˚˚ such that xa, ax P A for all a P A (cf.
[32, Definition III.6.22]). If A is unital this extension gives no additional information
as MpAq “ A.
In [7] L. Bunce and Ch.-H. Chu extend the concept of multipliers to the more
general category of JB˚-triples. Among the consequences of their results it is shown
that the multipliers algebra of a C˚-algebra A can be characterised in terms of its
triple product. More concretely, if A is endowed with its natural triple product we
have
MpAq “ tx P A˚˚ : tx,A,Au Ď Au (cf. [7, page 253]).
The result is explicitly proved in [7], however the equality can be checked without
any reference to JB˚-triple theory.
Proposition 2.5. Let T : AÑ B be a surjective bounded linear operator preserving
orthogonality between two C˚-algebras. Let h “ T ˚˚p1q P B˚˚ and let r denote the
range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. Let S : AÑ B˚˚ be the triple homomorphism
given by Theorem 1.1. Then the following statements hold:
paq The elements h and r belong to MpBq;
pbq The triple homomorphism S is B-valued and surjective;
pcq T ˚˚pMpAqq ĎMpBq and S˚˚pMpAqq ĎMpBq.
Proof. paq By Lemma 2.4 the identity
(3) tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ hr3sr˚Spta, b, cuq,
holds for all a, b, c P A. Since the left-hand-side in (3) lies in B, we deduce that
(4) the products of the form hr3sr˚Spta, b, cuq lie in B for all a, b, c P A.
Take a bounded approximate unit puλqλ in A (see [28, Theorem 1.4.2]). It is
known that puλqλ Ñ 1 in the weak
˚ topology of A˚˚. Fix arbitrary b, c P A. By
replacing a with uλ in (3), taking weak
˚ limits in λ on the left hand side and
applying the separate weak˚-continuity of the product in A˚˚, we get
th, T pbq, T pcqu “ tT ˚˚p1q, T pbq, T pcqu “ w˚- lim
λ
tT puλq, T pbq, T pcqu.
However, after replacing a with uλ in (3) on the right hand side we apply that
ptuλ, b, cuq Ñ t1, b, cu “
1
2
pb˚c` cb˚q P A in norm. Therefore,
hr3sr˚S
ˆ
b˚c` cb˚
2
˙
“ } ¨ }- lim
λ
hr3sr˚Sptuλ, b, cuq,
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which proves that
(5) th, T pbq, T pcqu “ hr3sr˚S
ˆ
b˚c` cb˚
2
˙
,
for all b, c P A.
By applying the existence of cubic root for the element 1
2
pb˚c` cb˚q P A, we find
y P A such that ty, y, yu “ 1
2
pb˚c` cb˚q. Therefore, by (5) and (4),
th, T pbq, T pcqu “ hr3sr˚Spty, y, yuq P B,
for all b, c P A. Now, applying that T is surjective we conclude that th,B,Bu Ď B,
that is, h lies in the (triple) multipliers of B in B˚˚.
We shall next show that
(6) r˚SpAq Ď B.
Namely, by Proposition 2.3paq and peq, r is a unitary and h is invertible in B˚˚. We
know from the above that h´1 PMpBq. Theorem 1.1 assures that T pxq “ hr˚Spxq
for all x P A. Since for each a P A, r˚Spaq “ h´1T paq P B for all a P A, the
statement in (6) holds.
We claim that hr˚ PMpBq. By the surjectivity of T , for each b P B there exists
a P A satisfying T paq “ b. The element r˚Spaq P B (see (6)), and thus, again by
the surjectivity of T , there exists c P A such that T pcq “ r˚Spaq. Therefore, having
in mind that r is the range partial isometry of h we have
hr˚b “ hr˚T paq “ hr˚hr˚Spaq “ hh˚rr˚Spaq “ hh˚rT pcq
“ |h˚||h˚|rT pcq “ |h˚|pr˚|h˚|q˚T pcq “ |h˚|ph˚q˚T pcq “ |h˚|hT pcq P B,
because T pcq P B and h PMpBq. This concludes the proof of the claim.
Since r˚ “ h´1hr˚ with h´1, hr˚ PMpBq, the element r PMpBq.
pbq Having in mind that r is unitary, h invertible in MpBq and the conclusion
of Theorem 1.1 we easily get that Spaq “ rh´1T paq P B, for all a P A. The latter
identity combined with the surjectivity of T assures the surjectivity of S.
pcq Let us observe that as a consequence of pbq the triple homomorphism S˚˚ is
B˚˚-valued. By the separate weak˚ continuity of the product of every von Neumann
algebra and Goldstine’s theorem, the identity in (3) holds for all a, b, c P A˚˚
by just replacing T and S with T ˚˚ and S˚˚, respectively. Similarly, we have
T ˚˚paq “ hr˚S˚˚paq for all a P A˚˚. Let us fix a P MpAq. It follows from just
commented properties that
tT ˚˚paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ hr3sr˚Spta, b, cuq P B,
for all b, c P B, because a, r, h P MpAq. Having in ming that T is surjective we
deduce that tT ˚˚paq, B,Bu Ď B, that is, T ˚˚paq lies in the (triple) multipliers of B
in B˚˚, or equivalently, T ˚˚paq P MpBq. The second inclusion in pcq is now clear
from the identity S˚˚paq “ rh´1T ˚˚paq for all a P A˚˚. 
Henceforth the center of a C˚-algebra A will be denoted by ZpAq, and A´1 will
stand for the open subgroup of all invertible elements in A.
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Remark 2.6. Let r be a unitary element in the multipliers algebra, MpAq, of a
C˚-algebra A. As in previous pages, we consider the C˚-algebra pA, ‚r, ˚rq, where
a ‚r b “ ar
˚b and a˚r “ ra˚r. It is easy to check that the following equalities hold:
rZpAq “ ZpAqr “ ZpA, ‚r, ˚rq, and A
´1 “ pA, ‚r, ˚rq
´1.
Namely, if z P ZpAq we have zr “ rz and pzrq ‚r a “ zrr
˚a “ za “ az “ ar˚rz “
a ‚r pzrq. If b P A
´1 with inverse b´1, b is also invertible in pA, ‚r, ˚rq with inverse
rb´1r.
Let Φ : A Ñ B be a Jordan ˚-isomorphism, where B is another C˚-algebra.
Since Φ˚˚ : A˚˚ Ñ B˚˚ also is a Jordan ˚-isomorphism, a celebrated result due to
R.V. Kadison asserts that Φ˚˚ decomposes as a direct sum of a ˚-isomorphism and
a ˚-anti-homomorphism (cf. [20, Theorem 10]). Consequently, ΦpZpAqq “ ZpBq.
Moreover, if a P ZpAq we have
(7) Φpabq “ Φpa ˝ bq “ Φpaq ˝ Φpbq “ ΦpaqΦpbq, for all b P A.
We can now state a complete characterization of those bounded linear operators
between C˚-algebras which are orthogonality preserving and surjective.
Theorem 2.7. Let T : A Ñ B be a bounded linear operator between C˚-algebras.
Let h “ T ˚˚p1q and let r denote the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚. The
following statements are equivalent:
paq T is surjective and orthogonality preserving;
pbq The elements h and r belong to MpBq with h invertible and r unitary and
there exists a surjective triple homomorphism S : A Ñ B satisfying h˚Spxq “
Spx˚q˚h, hSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqh˚ (and hence r˚Spxq “ Spx˚q˚r, rSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqr˚),
hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, and T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pcq The elements h and r belong to MpBq with h invertible and r unitary and
there exists a surjective Jordan ˚-homomorphism S : AÑ pB, ‚r, ˚rq such that
h P ZpB˚˚, ‚r, ˚rq “ rZpB
˚˚q “ ZpB˚˚qr, and
T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pdq kerpT q is a norm closed ideal of A and the quotient map pT : A{ kerpT q Ñ B is
(continuous) surjective and orthogonality preserving.
Proof. The equivalences are clear consequences of the result stated in Propositions
2.3 and 2.5 and Remark 2.6. Let us simply observe that h ‚r Spaq “ Spaq ‚r h
for all a P A. It follows from the surjectivity of S and Goldstine’s theorem that
h P ZpB˚˚, ‚r, ˚rq “ rZpB
˚˚q “ ZpB˚˚qr. 
The next corollary is worth to be considered by itself.
Corollary 2.8. Let T : AÑ B be a bijective bounded linear operator between C˚-
algebras. Let h “ T ˚˚p1q and let r denote the range partial isometry of h in B˚˚.
The following statements are equivalent:
paq T is orthogonality preserving;
pbq The elements h and r belong to MpBq with h invertible and r unitary, and
there exists a triple isomorphism S : A Ñ B satisfying h˚Spxq “ Spx˚q˚h,
hSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqh˚ (and consequently r˚Spxq “ Spx˚q˚r, rSpx˚q˚ “ Spxqr˚),
hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, and
T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
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pcq The elements h and r belong to MpBq with h invertible and r unitary and
there exists a Jordan ˚-isomorphism S : A Ñ pB, ‚r, ˚rq such that h lies in
ZpB˚˚, ‚r, ˚rq “ rZpB
˚˚q, and
T pxq “ hr˚Spxq “ Spxqr˚h, for all x P A;
pdq T is biorthogonality preserving;
peq T is orthogonality preserving on Asa;
pfq T is orthogonality preserving on A`;
pgq T is biorthogonality preserving on Asa;
phq T is biorthogonality preserving on A`;
piq T preserves zero-triple-products, i.e.
ta, b, cu “ 0ñ tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ 0;
pjq T preserves zero-triple-products in both directions, i.e.
ta, b, cu “ 0ô tT paq, T pbq, T pcqu “ 0.
3. One-parameter groups of orthogonality preserving operators on
a C˚-algebra
Let X be a Banach space and let BpXq stand for the Banach space of all bounded
linear operators on X . A one-parameter semigroup of bounded linear operators on
X is a correspondence R`
0
Ñ BpXq, t ÞÑ Tt satisfying Tt`s “ TsTt for all s, t P R
`
0
and T0 “ I. It is a classic result that the mapping t ÞÑ Tt is uniformly continuous at
the origin, i.e. lim
tÑ0
}Tt´I} “ 0, if and only if there exists a bounded linear operator
R P BpXq such that Tt “ e
tR for all t P R`
0
, and in such a case, Tt extends to a
uniformly continuous one-parameter group on R (compare [6, Proposition 3.1.1]).
A surjective linear isometry between two C˚-algebras need not be, in general, a
˚-isomorphism. R.V. Kadison settled the precise structure of all isometric linear
bijections between unital C˚-algebras in [20]. The non-unital case is due to A.L.T.
Paterson and A.M. Sinclair (see [27]). For each isometric linear bijection T between
C˚-algebras A and B, there exists a unitary u PMpBq and a Jordan ˚-isomorphism
Φ : AÑ B satisfying T paq “ uΦpaq for all a P A (cf. [27, Theorem 1]). In particular,
any such a mapping T satisfies
tT pxq, T pyq, T pzqu “
1
2
puΦpxqΦpyq˚u˚uΦpzq ` uΦpzqΦpyq˚u˚uΦpxqq
“
1
2
puΦpxqΦpy˚qΦpzq ` uΦpzqΦpy˚qΦpxqq “ uΦtx, y, zu “ T tx, y, zu,
for all x, y, z P A, that is, T is a triple isomorphism. It is also known that every
triple isomorphism between C˚-algebras is an isometry (see [17, Proposition 3.4]).
Therefore, for each C˚-algebra A the set IsopAq, of all surjective linear isometries
on A, is precisely the set of all triple automorphisms on A. Clearly IsopAq is a
subgroup of BpAq (cf. [21, Proposition 5.5] for a more general statement). Another
interesting subgroup of BpAq is given by the set BiOPpAq, of all (bi-)orthogonality
preserving bounded linear bijections on A (let us observe that, by Corollary 2.8, the
prefix “bi-” can be inserted or relaxed without any problem). We can also consider
the subgroup BiOPsapAq of all elements in BiOPpAq which are symmetric maps
(i.e. T paq˚ “ T pa˚q for all a P A).
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A complete description of all uniformly continuous semigroups of symmetric or-
thogonality preserving operators on unital C˚-algebras was obtained by M. Wolff
as a consequence of his study on symmetric bounded linear operators preserving or-
thogonality between unital C˚-algebras (see [34, Theorem 2.6]). Our aim here is to
extend Wolff’s study to uniformly continuous semigroups with values in BiOPpAq,
where in our case A will be a general C˚-algebra.
In a first step towards describing one-parameter semigroups of orthogonality
preserving operators it is convenient to begin with a result on uniformly continuous
semigroups of surjective isometries on a C˚-algebra A. We recall that a derivation
on A is a linear mapping D : AÑ A satisfying
Dpabq “ Dpaqb` aDpbq, for all a, b P A.
If A is unital, the binary Leibniz’ rule in the line above implies that Dp1q “ 0. Let
us note that, by a result of S. Sakai, every derivation on a C˚-algebra is continuous
[30]. A ˚-derivation on A is a derivation which is also a symmetric mapping.
For the next proposition we shall build our arguments on some results obtained
by S. Pedersen in [29].
Proposition 3.1. Let tUt : t P R
`
0
u be a uniformly continuous one-parameter
semigroup of surjective isometries on a C˚-algebra A. Suppose U˚˚t p1q “ 1 for all
t P R`
0
(i.e. tUt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup
of Jordan ˚-automorphisms on A). Then there exists a ˚-derivation D : A Ñ A
satisfying Ut “ e
tD for all t P R, and tUt : t P R
`
0
u is in fact a uniformly continuous
one-parameter semigroup of (associative) ˚-automorphisms on A.
In the general case, there exist a ˚-derivation D : A˚˚ Ñ A˚˚ and an element
z0 P A
˚˚ with z˚
0
“ ´z0 satisfying U
˚˚
t “ e
tpD`Lz0q for all t P R. We can also
find a ˚-derivation D1 : AÑ A and an element z1 P A
˚˚ with z˚
1
“ ´z1 satisfying
U˚˚t “ e
tpD1`Mz1 q for all t P R, where Mz1pxq “ z1 ˝ x (x P A). When A is unital
we can take ˚-derivations D and D1 on A and skew symmetric elements z0, z1 P A.
Proof. Suppose first that U˚˚t p1q “ 1 for all t P R. Let us find R P BpAq such that
Ut “ e
tR for all t P R (cf. [6, Proposition 3.1.1]). Since for each real t the mapping
Ut is a Jordan
˚-automorphism we have
etRpa ˝ bq “ etRpaq ˝ etRpbq, and etRpaq˚ “ etRpa˚q p@t P R, a, b P Aq.
Taking derivatives at t “ 0 we get
Rpa ˝ bq “ Rpaq ˝ b` a ˝Rpbq, and Rpaq˚ “ Rpa˚q for all a, b P A,
which proves that R “ D is a Jordan ˚-derivation. It follows from [19, Theorem
6.3] that D is a ˚-derivation.
Suppose next that we are in the general case. Clearly, tU˚˚t : t P R
`
0
u is a
uniformly continuous (in particular, strongly continuous) one-parameter semigroup
of surjective isometries on A˚˚. By [6, Proposition 3.1.1] there exists R P BpAq
such that U˚˚t “ e
tR˚˚ for all t P R. By [29, Corollary 3.3] the element z0 “
R˚˚p1q P A˚˚ is skew symmetric (i.e. z˚
0
“ ´z0) and the mapping D “ R
˚˚ ´ Lz0
is a ˚-derivation on A˚˚. For z1 “ z0, the mapping r
z0
2
, ¨s is a ˚-derivation on A˚˚,
and hence D1 “ D ` r
z0
2
, ¨s is a ˚-derivation with R˚˚ “ D1 `Mz1 and z1 skew
symmetric.
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Remark 3.2. Another celebrated result due to Sakai proves that every (associative)
derivation D on a von Neumann algebra M is inner, that is, there exists z0 P M
satisfying Dpaq “ rz0, as “ z0a ´ az0 for all a P M (see [31, Theorem 4.1.6]). In
particular, every associative derivation annihilates on ZpMq, and every derivation
on a commutative C˚-algebra is zero (see [31, Lemma 4.1.2]). If a P ZpAq and D
is a derivation on a C˚-algebra A we have
DLapxq “ Dpaxq “ Dpaqx` aDpxq “ LaDpxq,
that is, La and D commute. Similarly, DRa “ RaD for a and D under these
assumptions.
We can therefore conclude from Proposition 3.1 that every uniformly continuous
one-parameter semigroup tUt : t P R
`
0
u of Jordan ˚-automorphisms on a commu-
tative C˚-algebra C satisfies Utpaq “ a for all t P R, a P C, that is, tUt : t P R
`
0
u is
constant tIdCu.
Let a be an element in a C˚-algebraA and let a “ u|a| be its polar decomposition.
Let us denote by C˚p|a|q and C˚p|a|3q the C˚-subalgebras of A generated by |a| and
|a|3, respectively. According to our notation, ar3s “ u|a|3 is the polar decomposition
of ar3s. By applying the Stone-Weierstrass theorem it can be easily shown that
C˚p|a|q “ C˚p|a|3q. We claim that the following property holds:
(8) zr3s “ a for some a, z in A implies that z “ ar
1
3
s P uC˚p|a|q.
Namely, let z “ w|z| be the polar decomposition of z. Clearly a P wC˚p|z|q and
a “ w|z|3 is the polar decomposition of a, that is u “ w and |a| “ |z|3. Therefore
z “ u|a|
1
3 P uC˚p|a|q.
Our next goal is a generalization of Wolff’s characterization of uniformly con-
tinuous one-parameter semigroups of symmetric orthogonality preserving operators
on unital C˚-algebras [34, Theorem 2.6].
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a C˚-algebra. Suppose tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a family of
orthogonality preserving bounded linear bijections on A with T0 “ Id. For each
t ě 0 let ht “ T
˚˚
t p1q, let rt be the range partial isometry of ht in A
˚˚ and let
St denote the triple automorphism on A associated with Tt given by Corollary 2.8.
The following are equivalent:
paq tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogo-
nality preserving operators on A;
pbq tSt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective
linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A (and hence there exists a
˚-derivation D on A˚˚ and a skew symmetric element z1 in A
˚˚ such that
S˚˚t “ e
tpD`Mz1q for all t P R), the mapping t ÞÑ ht is continuous at zero, and
the identity
(9) ht`s “ htr
˚
t S
˚˚
t phsq “ T
˚˚
t phsq,
holds for all s, t P R.
Proof. paq ñ pbq The semigroup tTt : t P R
`
0
u extends to a uniformly continuous
one-parameter group onR. By hypothesis Tt : AÑ A is an orthogonality preserving
and bijective bounded linear operator. By Corollary 2.8, for each real t there exist
(unique) ht, rt PMpAq with ht invertible and rt unitary and a triple automorphism
St : AÑ A satisfying T
˚˚
t p1q “ ht, rt is the range partial isometry of ht, h
˚
t Stpxq “
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Stpx
˚q˚ht, htStpx
˚q˚ “ Stpxqh
˚
t (and hence r
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpx
˚q˚rt, rtStpx
˚q˚ “
Stpxqr
˚
t ), htr
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpxqr
˚
t ht, and Ttpxq “ htr
˚
t Stpxq “ Stpxqr
˚
t ht, for all x P A.
We further know that ht, rt P ZpA
˚˚, ‚rt , ˚rtq “ rtZpAq “ ZpAqrt for all t P R.
We therefore have two mappings t ÞÑ ht and t ÞÑ St from R into MpAq X
prtZpA
˚˚qq and IsopAq, respectively. Clearly, T0 “ Id implies that h0 “ 1.
By applying that tTt : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous group, the mapping
t ÞÑ ht “ T
˚˚
t p1q is continuous at zero, because }ht ´ 1} “ }T
˚˚
t p1q ´ T
˚˚
0
p1q} ď
}Tt ´ T0}, for all real t. It is well known that the mapping a ÞÑ a
´1 is continuous
on the set of invertible elements in A˚˚ (see, for example, [32, Corollary I.1.8]). We
can therefore conclude that the mapping t ÞÑ h´1t is continuous at zero. Clearly,
the mapping t ÞÑ |ht|
2 “ h˚t ht is continuous at zero with |ht|
2 invertible for all
t. It follows from [32, Proposition I.4.10 and Corollary I.1.8] that the mapping
t ÞÑ |ht|
´1 is continuous at zero. Consequently, the mappings t ÞÑ rt “ ht|ht|
´1
and t ÞÑ St “ r
˚
t h
´1
t Tt are continuous at zero.
We claim that tSt : t P Ru is a one-parameter semigroup. It will be proved in
several steps.
First, a direct application of the hypotheses gives
(10) ht`s “ T
˚˚
t`sp1q “ T
˚˚
t T
˚˚
s p1q “ htr
˚
t S
˚˚
t phsq, for all s, t P R,
which proves (9).
Now, applying that ht, h
r 1
3n
s
t P ZpA
˚˚, ‚rt , ˚rtq and that S
˚˚
t is a triple isomor-
phism, we can check that
(11) h
r 1
3n
s
t`s “ h
r 1
3n
s
t r
˚
t S
˚˚
t ph
r 1
3n
s
s q, for all n P N.
Namely, arguing by induction on n, we assume that the identity holds for n (the case
n “ 1 essentially follows by the same arguments). Since ht, h
r 1
3n
s
t P ZpA
˚˚, ‚rt , ˚rtq,
the triple product also satisfies that
tx, y, zu “
1
2
px ‚rt y
˚rt ‚rt z ` z ‚rt y
˚rt ‚rt xq, for all x, y, z P A,
and S˚˚t is a triple isomorphism (and thus St : A Ñ pA, ‚rt , ˚rtq is a Jordan
˚-
isomorphism) we deduce thatˆ
h
r 1
3n`1
s
t r
˚
t S
˚˚
t ph
r 1
3n`1
s
s q
˙r3s
“
ˆ
h
r 1
3n`1
s
t
˙r3s
pr˚t q
r3s
S˚˚t
ˆ
h
r 1
3n`1
s
s
˙r3s
“ h
r 1
3n
s
t r
˚
t S
˚˚
t
˜ˆ
h
r 1
3n`1
s
s
˙r3s¸
“ h
r 1
3n
s
t r
˚
t S
˚˚
t
´
h
r 1
3n
s
s
¯
“ h
r 1
3n
s
t`s ,
by the induction hypothesis. It follows from (8) that h
r 1
3n`1
s
t r
˚
t S
˚˚
t ph
r 1
3n`1
s
s q “
h
r 1
3n`1
s
t`s , which concludes the induction argument.
Now, since ph
r 1
3n
s
t`s qn Ñ rt`s, ph
r 1
3n
s
t qn Ñ rt and ph
r 1
3n
s
s qn Ñ rs in the strong
˚
topology and the product of every von Neumann algebra is jointly strong˚ continu-
ous on bounded sets (cf. [31, Proposition 1.8.12]), by taking strong˚ limits in (11)
we derive
(12) rt`s “ rtr
˚
t S
˚˚
t prsq “ S
˚˚
t prsq,
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where we have applied that S˚˚t is strong
˚ continuous. Furthermore, since St : AÑ
pA, ‚rt , ˚rtq is a Jordan
˚-isomorphism
(13) rtr
˚
t`srt “ rtS
˚˚
t prsq
˚rt “ S
˚˚
t prsq
˚rt “ S˚˚t pr
˚
s q.
Having in mind that St : A Ñ A is a triple isomorphism, it follows from (12)
that
(14) St : pA, ‚rs , ˚rsq Ñ pA, ‚rt`s , ˚rt`sq is a Jordan
˚-isomorphism.
Fix now a P A and consider the identity
htr
˚
t S
˚˚
t phsqr
˚
t`sSt`spaq “ (by (10)) “ ht`sr
˚
t`sSt`spaq “ Tt`spaq
“ TtTspaq “ htr
˚
t Stphsr
˚
s Sspaqq.(15)
Having in mind that htr
˚
t is invertible we get
(16) S˚˚t phsqr
˚
t`sSt`spaq “ Stphsr
˚
s Sspaqq.
Since the element hsr
˚
s P ZpAqrsr
˚
s “ ZpAq and St : A Ñ pA, ‚rt , ˚rtq is a Jordan
˚-isomorphism, the comments in Remark 2.6 (7) imply that the element in the
right-hand-side of the previous equality writes in the form
(17) Stphsr
˚
s Sspaqq “ S
˚˚
t phsr
˚
s qr
˚
t StpSspaqq.
Now, by applying that St : pA, ‚rs , ˚rsq Ñ pA, ‚rt`s , ˚rt`sq is a Jordan
˚-isomorphism
and hs P ZpA, ‚rs , ˚rsq, we deduce from Remark 2.6 (7) that
S˚˚t phsr
˚
s q “ S
˚˚
t phs ‚rs 1q “ S
˚˚
t phsq ‚rt`s S
˚˚
t p1q “ S
˚˚
t phsqr
˚
t`srt,
which combined with (17) gives
Stphsr
˚
s Sspaqq “ S
˚˚
t phsqr
˚
t`srtr
˚
t StpSspaqq “ S
˚˚
t phsqr
˚
t`sStSspaq.
By combining this identity with (16) and having in mind that S˚˚t phsqr
˚
t`s must be
invertible, we arrive at St`spaq “ StSspaq, for all a P A, t, s P R.
We have shown that tSt : t P Ru is a group which is continuous at zero, equiv-
alently, tSt : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous one-parameter group of surjec-
tive isometries on A. By Proposition 3.1 there exists a (continuous) ˚-derivation
D : A˚˚ Ñ A˚˚ and a skew symmetric element z1 P A
˚˚ such that S˚˚t “ e
tpD`Mz1q
for all t P R.
pbq ñ paq By hypotheses, tSt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter
semigroup of surjective linear isometries (i.e. triple isomorphisms) on A, the map-
ping t ÞÑ ht is continuous at zero, and the identity (9) holds for all t P R. Since
ht is invertible for all t in R, the arguments in the proof of paq ñ pbq are valid to
prove that the mappings t ÞÑ rt “ ht|ht|
´1 and t ÞÑ Tt “ htr
˚
t St are continuous at
zero.
We shall finally prove that tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a one-parameter semigroup. As in the
proof of paq ñ pbq (12), we can deduce from (9) that rt`s “ rtr
˚
t S
˚˚prsq “ Stprsq
for all s, t P R`
0
. Therefore
St : pA, ‚rs , ˚rsq Ñ pA, ‚rt`s , ˚rt`sq
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is a Jordan ˚-isomorphism. Since hs P ZpA
˚˚, ‚rs , ˚rsq, it follows from Remark
2.6(7) that
TtTspaq “ htr
˚
t Stphtr
˚
s Sspaqq “ htr
˚
t Stpht ‚rs Sspaqq
“ htr
˚
t S
˚˚
t phtq ‚rt`s StpSspaqq “ ht`sr
˚
t`sStpSspaqq
“ ht`sr
˚
t`sSt`spaq “ Tt`spaq,
for all a P A, where at the antepenultimate and at the penultimate equalities
we applied (9) and the fact that tSt : t P R
`
0
u is a one-parameter semigroup,
respectively. 
Suppose that in Theorem 3.3 we additionally assume that each Tt is a symmetric
operator, that is, tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup
of orthogonality preserving symmetric operators on A. By Corollary 2.8, the ele-
ments rt and ht lie in MpAqsa with ht invertible and rt a symmetric unitary, or
equivalently, a symmetry. It is explicitly shown in [9, p15q and p16q in the proof of
Theorem 17] that rtTtpaq “ Ttpa
˚q˚rt and htTtpaq “ Ttpa
˚q˚ht for all a P A t P R.
Having in mind that Tt is symmetric and bijective we conclude that ht and rt both
lie in ZpA˚˚q.
On the other hand, we know from Theorem 2.7 above that tStutPR is a one-
parameter group. We claim that, under the extra assumptions here, trtStutPR is a
one-parameter group of Jordan ˚-isomorphisms. Namely, we have seen in the proof
of the just quoted theorem that St : A Ñ pA, ‚rt , ˚rtq is a Jordan
˚-isomorphism.
Since rs P ZpA
˚˚q, we deduce from Remark 2.6(7) that
rtStprsSspaqq “ rtS
˚˚
t prsqr
˚
t StSspaq “ rt`sSt`spaq, for all a P A,
where in the last equality we applied (12) from the proof of Theorem 2.7 and the
fact that rt is central. This finishes the proof of the claim.
Combining that trtS
˚˚
t |ZpMpAqq : ZpMpAqq Ñ ZpMpAqqutPR is a one-parameter
group of Jordan ˚-isomorphisms, the fact that hs P ZpA
˚˚q and Remark 3.2 we get
ht`s “ Tt`sp1q “ TtTsp1q “ htprtStqphsq “ hths,
and clearly rt`s “ rtrs, for all t, s P R.
Finally, since the mapping t ÞÑ Lht |ZpMpAqq is a uniformly continuous one-
parameter group on the unital commutative C˚-algebra ZpMpAqq, we can find
a bounded linear operator R P BpZpMpAqqq satisfying Lht |ZpMpAqq “ e
tR for all
t P R (cf. [6, Proposition 3.1.1]). This implies the existence of h P ZpMpAqq such
that ht “ e
th for all t P R. Now an application of Proposition 3.1 proves the
existence of a ˚-derivation d on A satisfying
Ttpaq “ e
thprtStqpaq “ e
thetdpaq “ etpLh`dqpaq,
for all a P A, t P R (here we applied that h is central). Clearly for h and d as above
the set tetpLh`dq : t P Ru is a uniformly continuous one-parameter group.
We have found a non-unital version of the result proved by M. Wolff in [34,
Theorem 2.6].
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a C˚-algebra. Suppose tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a family of
orthogonality preserving and symmetric bounded linear bijections on A with T0 “
Id. For each t, let ht “ T
˚˚
t p1q, let rt be the range partial isometry of ht in A
˚˚
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and let St denote the triple isomorphism associated with Tt given by Corollary 2.8.
The following are equivalent:
paq tTt : t P R
`
0
u is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of orthogo-
nality preserving operators on A;
pbq There exists h P ZpMpAqq and a ˚-derivation d on A such that ht “ e
th and
Ttpaq “ e
tpLh`dqpaq,
for all a P A, t P R.
Moreover, if any of the previous statements holds, the sets trt : t P Ru and tht : t P
Ru are one-parameter groups in ZpMpAqq.
Remark 3.5. Let us observe that under the more general hypotheses of Theorem
3.3 we cannot, in general, conclude that the sets trt : t P Ru and tht : t P Ru are
one-parameter groups. Let a be an element in a C˚-algebra A. Let us consider the
mapping iLpa, aq : A Ñ A, x ÞÑ ita, a, xu “ i
2
paa˚x ` xa˚aq. The elements aa˚,
a˚a are positive and in particular hermitian elements (i.e. they have real numerical
range in the usual sense employed in [5]). An standard argument, applying the
representation from A into BpAq via the left and the right multiplication operators
given by a ÞÑ La and a ÞÑ Ra, proves that Laa˚ and Ra˚a are hermitian elements
in BpAq and the same applies to 1
2
pLaa˚ `Ra˚aq. We can therefore conclude that
etiLpa,aq “ e
it
2
pL
aa˚
`R
a˚a
q is a surjective real linear isometry for each real t (cf. [5,
Corollary 10.13]). That is the set tetiLpa,aq : t P Ru is a one-parameter group of
surjective linear isometries on A.
If a “ e is a partial isometry in A the mapping iLpe, eq is precisely iP2peq `
i
2
P1peq. Thus
Tt “ e
itLpe,eq “ eitP2peq ` e
it
2 P1peq ` P0peq, @t P R.
Take, for example, A “ M2pCq and a partial isometry e P A such that ee
˚ “
1
2
ˆ
1 1
1 1
˙
and e˚e “
ˆ
1 0
0 0
˙
. It is easy to check that
eitLpe,eq
ˆ
α11 α12
α21 α22
˙
“ eit
α11 ` α21
2
ˆ
1 0
1 0
˙
` e
it
2
α11 ´ α21
2
ˆ
1 0
´1 0
˙
` e
it
2
α12 ` α22
2
ˆ
0 1
0 1
˙
`
α12 ´ α22
2
ˆ
0 1
0 ´1
˙ ,
and thus ht “ rt “ e
itLpe,eq
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
“
¨˝
e
it
2 pe
it
2 `1q
2
e
it
2 ´1
2
e
it
2 pe
it
2 ´1q
2
e
it
2 `1
2
‚˛. It is a bit labori-
ous to check that
rtrs ´ rt`s “
ˆ
´1
4
e
is
2 p´1` e
is
2 qp´1` e
it
2 q2 1
4
p´1` e
is
2 qp´1` eitq
´1
4
e
is
2 p´1` e
is
2 qp´1` eitq 1
4
p´1` e
is
2 qp´1` e
it
2 q2
˙
‰ 0,
for s, t P Rzt0u. We can modify the previous example with rTt “ etetδ to obtain
a more general ht “ e
trt with a similar bad behaviour. These conclusions are
somehow related to the study developed by S. Pedersen in [29, Theorem 3.8], where
from a slightly different argument and statemet it is shown that if tSt “ e
tδ : t P Ru
is a uniformly continuous one-parameter semigroup of surjective isometries (i.e.
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triple automorphisms) on a unital C˚-algebra A, where δ is a triple derivation on
A, the following are equivalent:
p1q rsrt “ rt`s, for all t, s P R;
p2q rs “ pr
˚
t Stqprsq for all t, s P R;
p3q Lrtpr
˚
t Stq “ pr
˚
t StqLrt for all t P R;
p4q δ2p1q “ δp1q2,
where rt “ Stp1q.
By repeating the above arguments with v “
ˆ
0 1
0 0
˙
, and St “ e
itLpv,vq we can
easily check that rt “ e
itLpv,vq
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
“ e
it
2
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
, and thus rt`s “ rtrs for
all s, t P R. The last identity can be directly checked or deduced from the previous
equivalences because for δ “ iLpv, vq we have δ2p1q “ δp1q2. We note that Tt is
not symmetric for any non-zero t. That is, the final conclusion in Corollary 3.4
may hold for one-parameter semigroups of non-necessarily symmetric surjective
isometries.
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